
Right trunk Ganesha granite
stone statue 17.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 00460
Price: ₹25,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the lord of beginning, remover of obstacles and lord of lords. The elephant
headed deity is carved out of black stone or granite with skillful perfection. Ganesha is the
embodiment of immense wisdom, knowledge, art, patience, kindness and gentleness. Here the
lord is presented seated over a platform with design of a lotus carved on it, with his graceful but
fierce expression covering his calm and peaceful face. The lord is having four hands, two
bearing weapons to tame wild elephants and his other hand bearing the reward of leading a
righteous life, a sweet bowl and his fourth hand raised to bless the followers with knowledge,
art, prosperity and success. So bring this statue home to be blessed with success, prosperity
and boons.
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Stone Chaturbhuja Ganesha
sitting statue 18 inch
Read More
SKU: 00461
Price: ₹25,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the embodiment of knowledge, health, wealth, bravery, good luck, peace and
prosperity. He is the bestower of success and boon and remover of all obstacles. Lord Ganesha
here is presented sitting on a platform with lotus carved on it in a beautiful manner with
perfection. The Lord is beautifully sculpted out of pink stone which is soft, dense, and heat-
resistant with high specific heat capacity. It is widely used for wide variety of architectural,
practical and artistic uses. He is the embodiment of knowledge, truth, courteousness and
righteousness. Here the lord is presented sitting on a platform with his four hands bearing
weapons to tame wild elephant, reward for leading a righteous and courteous life and blessing
his devotees. So bring this statue home to be bestowed with success, boon and prosperity.
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Ganesha sitting on simhasan-
stone statue 18 inch
Read More
SKU: 00463
Price: ₹25,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the “Ganadhipati”, leader of the ganas and “Vinayaka”, the knowledgeable.
Lord Ganesha is the son of Lord Shiva, the destructor of universe and the Adi-Shakti, goddess
Parvati. The elephant headed deity is presented here in his Chatturbhuja form with four arms,
two of which bears a mace, a noose, in other hand he bears reward for a righteous life, a sweet
bowl and his last hand raised in grace to bless his devotees. He has his mount near his feet, the
mouse which is symbolical representation of ego, so lord Ganesha is the one who have
conquered ego. He has a snake tied around his pot belly which means the cosmic energy he
have. He is the embodiment of knowledge, truth, courteousness and righteousness. So bring
this statue home to be bestowed with success, boon and prosperity.
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Sitting Ganapati black stone
statue holding ladoo 16 inch
Read More
SKU: 00465
Price: ₹16,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the Siddhi-Vinayak, one who grants all wishes, he is the Vighneshwar, one who
eradicates all obstacles and he is the Vinayak, one who is knowledgeable. Here the elephant
headed deity is presented sitting on a lotus platform with his mount, mouse beneath his feet
which I the symbolism of ego. The lord is bearing a noose, a mace, a bowl of sweet in his three
hands and his fourth hand raised to bless the devotees with knowledge, health, success, and
prosperity. A snake tied on his pot belly represents the cosmic energy around the lord. His one
leg is resting on the platform and other in pointing towards the floor which means that even
after being the supreme cosmic lord he partially belongs to the Earth. Bring this statue home or
worship it in your office, It will offer good luck and prosperity.
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Ganadhipati granite stone
statue 15 inch
Read More
SKU: 00466
Price: ₹16,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the lord of auspiciousness and beginning. He is worshiped for removing the
obstacles and to be bestowed with success, prosperity and boon. In this statue Ganesha is
portrayed sitting over a platform with his trunk facing towards the right which makes him the
“Siddhi-Vinayak”. His one leg is resting on the ground where as his other leg is raised which
depicts that he partially belongs to the ground as well as heaven. He is depicted having four
hands, two holding a mace and a noose, other bearing the sweet bowl and last hand raised to
bestow blessings upon his devotees. With a snake tied on his pot belly and a tiny mouse placed
near his feet, the statue is carved out of black stone with perfection. This statue will not just
improve the ambience of your house, office or garden but will also increase the spiritual level of
your house.
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Siddhi Vinayak black stone
statue 15 inch
Read More
SKU: 00468
Price: ₹16,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the destroyer of evil and is worshiped before beginning any auspicious
occasion to remove any obstacle. He always eradicates pain and trouble of his devotees and is
known as the Ganadhipati or the head of the ganas. In this statue Ganesha is portrayed sitting
over a platform with lotus carved on it with his trunk facing towards the right. He is presented
having four hands, two holding a mace and a noose, other bearing the sweet bowl and last hand
raised to bestow blessings upon his devotees. With a snake tied on his pot belly and a tiny
mouse placed near his feet, the statue is carved out of black stone with perfection. This statue
will be a beautiful add-on to the appearance of your house, office or garden. Use it for
decoration or for increasing the spiritual level of your house, this statue is perfect.
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Garuda dev black sculpture 18.5
inch
Read More
SKU: 00469
Price: ₹50,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description
Garuda is a mystical bird referred as the king of the birds and is the mount of the protector of
Universe, lord Vishnu. He is depicted with a huge muscular body of a man and has features of
bird like large feathers and beak. This statue is beautifully carved out of black stone with
precision. The Garuda is portrayed kneeling on his on foot with folded hand and his wide wings.
This legendary bird is said to be the embodiment of strength, power, life and heaven and is the
biggest enemy of snakes who are symbol of death. He is considered to be the messenger of the
lord Vishnu so is also worshiped in temples where lord Vishnu is worshiped. So bring home this
fierce mystical bird statuette home to be blessed by the supreme almighty.
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Vinayak puja black stone statue
12 inch
Read More
SKU: 00470
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the “Vinayaka”, the knowledgeable, the “Vighneswara”, one who removes all
obstacles and the “Siddhi-Vinayak” one who bestows success and boons. Here the elephant
headed lord is perfectly sculpted out of black stone and designed with precision. He is portrayed
having four hands and his trunk facing towards the left towards his bowl of sweets. The lord is
presented sitting on a platform with lotus pattern over it and has one leg resting and other knee
folded. He carries an Ankusha and a Pasaa and raises his hand with grace to bless his devotees
with knowledge, prosperity and success. A unique combination of his elephant head and a quick
moving tiny mouse as his mount represents tremendous wisdom, intelligence, courteousness
and humbleness. This statuette will not just enhance the purity or spirituality of your
environment but will also shower happiness, peace and harmony.
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Jai Ganesha black stone statue
15 inch
Read More
SKU: 00471
Price: ₹16,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the lord of beginning and remover of obstacles, and is the bestower of good
luck and prosperity. In this statue the lord is precisely carved out of the black stone and
beautifully portrayed sitting over a platform with his one leg resting on the floor and other
raised. In his two hands he bears a mace and a noose and in his other hand he bears the sweet
bowl as a reward of leading a courteous and righteous life. The Lord blesses his devotees with
his fourth hand to overcome all ordeals and succeed in life. There is a snake tied on the pot
belly of the lord and his mount, mouse is placed beneath his feet. Bring this statuette home to
be showered by luck, prosperity, knowledge and health.
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Well built black Ganesha stone
statue 22.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 00474
Price: ₹50,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is known as Ganapati, the leader of the ganas or the people. He is one among the
most loved, believed and worshipped deities in Hinduism. His iconography is done as an
elephant headed deity with body of a human being. Irrespective of being a high ranked lord he
rides over a tiny mouse which clearly reflects his humble nature. Lord Ganesha is the
embodiment of knowledge, love, peace, harmony, health, wealth, righteousness, humbleness
and even beauty. He is the remover of obstacles and bestower of success and prosperity. One
can attain enlightenment by worshiping this lord. Here the lord is presented sitting on a
platform with one knee resting on floor and two hands bearing elephant taming weapons like
mace and noose and other hand holding a bowl of sweets and the last hand raised to bless his
devotees. So to be blessed by the lord ganesha bring home this beautiful idol.
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Designer black Ganesha sitting
statue 14.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 00477
Price: ₹16,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues

Product Description
The statue is created out of black stone and the lord is presented sitting on a platform. The
elephant headed deity is sculpted with perfection and is beautifully designed to be placed at
your house or office entrance or to enhance the beauty of your garden. Lord Ganesha is
represented with four hands, two of which bears a mace and a noose, other hand holds a bowl
of sweets and his last hand is raised to bless his believers. His trunk is facing towards right
making him the Siddhi-Vinayak, the lord who grants all wishes. A snake is tied over his pot
belly, and his mount or vahana mouse is placed ear his feet. Bring this statuette home to
bestow good luck, prosperity, peace, harmony, love and knowledge.
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Sand stone Buddha head
sculpture 10 inch
Read More
SKU: 00478
Price: ₹9,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
Here the Buddha head is represented as round, youthful, charming and sweet looking. Buddha
heads symbolically represent vast wealth of knowledge he possesses being the awakened ones.
Specifically Buddha head is carved to represent Buddha’s wisdom along with the serene smile
of his face reminds us of his peaceful and calm nature. The ushnisha, a large cranial bump on
his head represents knowledge and wisdom of the enlightened one, the urna, a small hairy
bump between the eyes of Buddha symbolizing the supernatural vision and his long ears
signifies the wealth and his curly hair represents the nobility. The facial expression of the lord
with half closed eyes means meditation with a gentle smile on the lips. Bring this statue home
to spread peace and calmness around you. This statue will not just beautify your surroundings;
it will spread peace and harmony in your life.
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Soap stone Designer Ganesha
sitting statue on swan 12.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 00479
Price: ₹30,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the embodiment of knowledge, health, wealth, prosperity, happiness, peace
and harmony. He is an elephant headed deity with a body of a human; his huge elephant head
depicts enormous knowledge. In this statue the adorable Ganesha with four hands bearing a
mace, a noose, a bowl of sweets and blessing with his last hand is presented sitting on a swan.
Swan is the symbol of purity or free from worldly connections. They are white and beautiful and
are known for their prudence and discrimination between the good and the bad or between the
eternal and the transient. The statue is beautifully carved with perfection, which can leave
anyone speechless by its boundless beauty. So bring this icon of peace and beauty along with
icon of knowledge and art home to shower good luck upon your family, office and loved ones.
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Unique Om Ganesha with snake
hood soap stone sculpture 15.5
inch
Read More
SKU: 00480
Price: ₹40,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
In this statue lord Ganesha is presented sitting on the cosmic sound Om, which is also called as
the Omkara and is a sacred and spiritual sound of the universe. The elephant headed deity is a
complete representation of a partially earth and partially cosmic being. He is the embodiment
of endless knowledge, peace, prosperity and harmony. Here the lord is having four arms
bearing a mace, a noose, a sweet bowl and blessing the devotees on the path of truth and
righteousness with his fourth hand. He is the son of lord Shiva, the destructor of the universe so
his weapon the trident (trisula) along with his dambru tied to is placed beside him. Over his
head is the Seven headed snake who is providing shelter to the lord. This beautiful statue will
not purify your heart and mind but will also bestow good luck upon your family.
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Designer standing Ganesha
statue playing flute 12 inch
Read More
SKU: 00481
Price: ₹29,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

In this statue the adorable elephant headed deity is presented in a captivating manner playing
his flute with two hands and his side pallus flying beautifully in all directions. The statuette is a
perfect depiction of the music loving lord ganesha who is a master of all forms of art. So this
jolly Ganesha will bring happiness and prosperity to your house, and its incomparable beauty is
enough to enchant the minds and hearts of its spectators. In this statue the pot bellied lord is
standing in tribhanga form on a platform with his mesmerizing expressions and a bright smile
spread across his face. His vahana or mount the mouse is near his foot, which is the symbol of
obstacle and lord Ganesha is known as destroyer of all obstacle or “Vighnharta”. Bring this eye
pleasing form of lord ganesha home to beautify your environment and fill your surrounding with
positive vibes and good luck.
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Black granite Ganesha stone
statue 31 inch
Read More
SKU: 00454
Price: ₹110,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the lord of the beginning and destructor of obstacles. In this statue the
elephant headed deity is carved out of granite. In the statue the lord is depicted having four
arms, two of which bears weapons used for controlling wild elephants, in his other hand he
bears the sweets, and in his last hand he blesses his devotees with success, prosperity, love,
knowledge and arts. He is the “Siddhi-Vinayak” who grants boon to those who worship with
complete devotion and dedication. With a pot belly digesting all ordeals and goodness that
comes your way, the lord gives a very important message to the world. His big elephant head
represents immeasurable knowledge and his one broken tusk depicts his sacrifice, his small
eyes represents concentration, his small mouth indicates talk less, his big ears depicts that he
hears everyone’s problems. So bring this epitome of goodness and luck to your house to enrich
your surrounding with knowledge, health and wealth.
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Ganesha sitted on lotus Granite
statue 12 inch
Read More
SKU: 00448
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the eldest son of lord Shiva and goddess Parvati. Here the elephant headed
deity is portrayed in beautiful manner in Black stone, with four arms, two of which bears
weapon to tame the wild elephants (symbolized as mind), in other arm bears the sweets or
reward for righteousness and with his other hand he blesses his subject with success,
prosperity, peace, happiness, health and wealth. The lord bestows those who always follow the
path of truth and righteousness and crushes those who are egoistic, unrighteous and selfish. He
is the siddhi-vinayak and the Gana-Nayaka, one who is worshipped before beginning of any
auspicious occasion or work, as he is the remover of obstacles and bestower of boon and
success. So bring this lord home to embrace the positive results.
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Left trunk black stone Ganesha
statue 12 inch
Read More
SKU: 00449
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
This majestic statue is made out of black stone and is beautifully carved with perfection,
defining each part of the elephant headed lord Ganesha. He is the Siddhi Vinayak with a trunk
facing towards his right, who grants all your wishes and blesses with boon and success when
worshipped with complete dedication and devotion. Lord Ganesha is the embodiment of
knowledge, art, health and wealth. Apart from being the Lord of the Ganas, he also is the
remover of obstacles. In this statue lord Ganesha is depicted sitting on a lotus with passa and
ankusha in his two hands and a bowl of sweets in other, with other hand raised to bless his
devotees. With a crown on his head and his mount, the mouse beneath his feet, the happy-go-
lucky god looks adorable. So bring this statue home or place it in your office for achieving
success, prosperity, peace and happiness.
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Sitted Ganesha granite stone
statue 12 inch
Read More
SKU: 00446
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the embodiment of knowledge, Dance, art and music. He is the supreme
almighty who listens to every prayer and complains of his devotees. He bears a head of an
elephant and a body of a human. His big pot belly symbolizes to digest every bad and good that
come your way, his big elephant head is the symbol of immeasurable knowledge. He has four
arms in two of which he bears passa and ankusha the tools to tame a wild elephant which
symbolically means mind, in other hand he holds sweet as a reward for those who follow the
path of righteousness and in other hand he blesses the mankind with prosperity, success,
knowledge, health, wealth and peace. His trunk is facing towards left and worshipping this
statue alone can give you unimaginable results, so bring this lord home to feel safe, secure and
blessed.
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Soap stone car dashboard
Ganesha playing shehenai 3inch
Read More
SKU: 00221
Price: ₹3,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues,
Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures, Stone
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description
Shehnai is a very old musical instrument in Indian culture; it is considered a good symbol and is
played during the marriages throughout the country. Lord Ganesha is an embodiment of music,
art and dance and is mostly depicted in various forms playing various musical instruments and
playing. In this statue the elephant headed jolly Ganesha is portrayed sitting on a lotus platform
and playing a Shehnai. The statue carved out of white sandstone is depicted with beauty and
perfection, enough to make the viewer spell bound. These type of portraits will not just enhance
the beauty of your study or office table but will also make a great accessory for your car. This
mesmerizing piece of beauty is indeed a masterpiece. So don’t miss out the chance to make it
yours. This jolly Ganesha is a good luck charm and will keep you energized the whole day and
will bring fortune to you.
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Red marble dancing Krishna
sculpture 12 inch B55
Read More
SKU: 00215
Price: ₹18,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Krishna Statues, Hindu Statues, Stone

Product Description
Red marble stones apart from its beautiful texture and appearance are very endurable and
require less maintenance. This statue is a bright example of the masterpiece created on the red
marble stone. Lord Krishna is beautifully depicted to be dancing here while playing his musical
instrument flute. His mesmerising tribhanga pose can leave anyone spell-bind and captivated.
So what are you waiting for? Bring this statue home to fill your mind and heart with peace and
happiness and paint your house with the colours of harmony and prosperity. The expression
and perfect sculpting of the statuette is capable enough of leaving your guests astonished. So
do not miss this opportunity and spend a less amount but leave a greater impact on the mind of
the spectators.
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Yellow marble standing Krishna
with flute 10.5 inch B54
Read More
SKU: 00214
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Krishna Statues, Hindu Statues, Stone

Product Description
Lord Krishna here is sculpted out of yellow marble stones which is highly durable and has the
higher water resistant and is beautifully sculpted with perfection and great skills, to leave
behind the spectators’ spell-bind. Here Lord Krishna is depicted playing his favourite musical
instrument bansuri or flute, which is one of the oldest musical instruments in Indian mythology.
Lord Krishna here is standing in tribhanga pose and is absolutely pre-possessing. So what are
you waiting for? Grab this beautifully sculpted statuette for your house or office premises to
impress the visitors and provide them a bright example of the brilliant work of the artisans of
Odisha.
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Lord Ganesha Sitting Black
Granite Stone Statue 31 inch
C25
Read More
SKU: 00204
Price: ₹110,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures, Stone

Product Description

Sandstone Dancing Lady Apsara
holding Dholak Garden Statue
59 inch C23
Read More
SKU: 00202
Price: ₹75,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures, Stone

Product Description
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The Dancing lady of Apsara holding Dholak 5 ft statue is a versatile piece to fit in any outdoor
embellishment with strong outmoded vibes. The rustic-chic can power up the impression on its
onlooker in a single glance of it. Material: Sandstone / Khondalite Stone Height: 5 ft
Dimension(HWL): 59 x 24 x 13 inch Position: Dancing Features of the spellbind outdoor
stone statue:

The beautiful statue of apsara is seen dancing while playing dholak on a two-layer lotus
pedestal.
She is seen completely lost in the sound of the drum and dancing devotedly.
The jewelry she wore, the armlet, bangles, earrings, necklaces, head jewelry, anklets are
beautifully engraved on her body.
The tranquilizing expression of the stone sculptures is chased so brilliantly by the skillful
artisans of Odisha where stone sculpturing is a major handicraft among all.

Apsara: The queens of beauty and skilled masters 

Apsara has many roles in Hindu mythology and scriptures. Rambha, Menaka, Urvashi, are
a few examples of names you must have heard of.
They are said to have emerged from the churning of the milk ocean.
Usually, they are the consorts of Gandharvas consorts, together they live in the palace of
Lord Indra.
They have acquired the singing and dancing skill proficiently.

Tips for keeping the stone sculpture :

Make use of it, in your interior design of the hotel, restaurant, palace, and home with many
placement opportunities.
Place it on each side of your entrance of the home, restaurant, marriage hall, the hotel will
make guests breaths away.
Placing it in your garden, park, and landscaping by giving your space a mesmerizing view.
You can also consider placing the outdoor stone statue beside the artificial water body,
fountain, and swimming pool, etc.

Few merits of placing the  alluring outdoor stone statue of the Apsara:

Considering Vaastu, the east and Northeast zone is associated with happiness and
refreshment, so keeping it in the above-specified zone, will double your joy and happiness
in your life.
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Artists associated with singing and dancing are recommended to keep the statue west and
the Southwest zone will be beneficial.
Always face the stone sculptures outward at the entrance of your home or office, which will
attract positive energy inside your it.
 This statue has so much soothing and positive energy to calm your soul and mind with a
single glance at it.

Guidance to follows for taking care of the outdoor sandstone statue:

The statue is made of Sandstone, considered to be the most durable material.
The main advantage of Sandstone is that it is weather-resistant.
Clean the statue using a piece of dry cloth and broom over the surface of the outdoor
stone statue.
The cleaning of the outdoor stone statue should be done every alternative day depending
upon the dusts in the location to keep the dirt away from the stone sculpture.
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